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The Newberg-Dundee Bypass project staff held the Project Oversight Steering Team meeting at 
the City of Newberg Public Safety Building in Newberg, Oregon at Noon on May 19, 2006.  

Attendees were: 

Name Affiliation 

POST Members 

Jackie Brons City of Dayton 

Michelle Eraut Federal Highway Administration 

David Haugeberg Yamhill County Parkway Committee 

Tony Snyder Oregon Department of Transportation Region 2 

Leslie Lewis Yamhill County 

Diane Ragsdale City of Dundee 

Lane Shetterly Department of Land Conservation and Development 

Bob Stewart City of Newberg 

Kim Thatcher State Representative, District 5 

Staff 

Lisa Ansell ODOT 

Elton Chang ODOT 

Terry Cole ODOT 

Alan Fox ODOT 

Art James ODOT 

Melissa Mallott ODOT 

Jim Whitty ODOT 

Bill Ciz Parametrix 

Lauren Golden Parametrix 

Donna Robinson Parametrix 

Sumner Sharpe Parametrix 

David Stocker Parametrix 

Bob Shulock Oregon Transportation Improvement Group 

Tim Burkhardt CH2M Hill 
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Name Affiliation 

Dan Isom Hatch Mott MacDonald 

George Machan Cornforth Consultants 

Other 

Paul Heydenrych Hatch Mott MacDonald 

Truman Store Brown Tarlow Bridges and Palmer 

Elizabeth Sundeen  

Warren Parrish  
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AGENDA 
 

Newberg-Dundee Bypass Project 
Project Oversight Steering Team 

 
Friday, May 19, 2006 
12:00 PM – 4:00 PM 

 
Newberg City Council Chambers 
Newberg Public Safety Building 

401 East Third Street 
Newberg, OR 

 
 

1. Introductions  
 
2. OIPP/OTIG Project Status Report 

 
3. Decision Methodology  

 
4. Interchange Area Management Plan Process 

 
5. CS3 Workshop Preview  

 
6. Update: Bypass Planning Studies  

• Dundee Short Term Improvement Project 
• Oregon 99W and Newberg Refinement Plans 

 Bicycle/Pedestrian 
 Jurisdictional Transfer 

• Transit  
 

7. Project Schedule  
 

8. Wrap-up and Next Meeting  
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MEETING SUMMARY 
 
Introductions 

• Sumner Sharpe began with introductions of everyone in attendance. 
• Diane Ragsdale read a City of Dundee resolution related to the funding and 

design of the Bypass. 
 
OIPP/OTIG Project Status 

• Jim Whitty announced that the Oregon Innovative Partnerships Program (OIPP) 
released the Phase 1 Feasibility Review since the last meeting. Jim also stated that 
intercept surveys will be conduced in the first full week of June and that these 
surveys are fundamental and necessary for identifying project funding.  

• Yamhill County Commissioner Leslie Lewis asked if a press release will be 
issued on the intercept survey. Jim responded that a press release will be issued a 
week in advance of the survey taking place. To advertise the survey, the OIPP 
will send postcards and make announcements in local papers, radio stations, and 
surrounding area newspapers. Jim told the POST members to contact him for 
further information. 

• Jim passed out two fact sheets on tolling options. 
• Bob Shulock from the Oregon Transportation Improvement Group (OTIG) 

presented some public attitudes research on tolling. Bob began with a discussion 
on regional attitudes toward tolling.  Next Bob described attitudes toward tolling 
the Oregon 99W corridor that surfaced in two focus groups. Conclusions 
included:  

o The public not aware of the Bypass project,  
o Local leadership is critical for the success of the project,  
o Public information is fluid, people want more project information, and  
o People want the traffic problem solved.  

• Bob commented that there is a need to keep the public informed. OTIG needs 
input from POST members on ongoing communications. 

• Commissioner Lewis would like a revised Adequacy of Present System graphic.  
• Elizabeth Sundeen mentioned that the research questions did not state that the 

Bypass will go through Dundee—the questions stated that the Bypass will go 
around Dundee. 

• Michelle Eraut asked Bob when OTIG will know whether full electronic tolling 
will be available. Bob answered that OTIG would propose only two tolling 
booths. Those booths would be monitored for usage, and changes would be made 
if necessary. 

• Diane Ragsdale asked if there will be any other focus groups. Bob answered that 
he did not know. 

 
Decision Methodology 

• Donna Robinson reviewed the purpose and content of the Design Evaluation 
Framework. Donna also outlined how one would use the Design Evaluation 
Framework. 
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• POST members would like copies of the Concurrence Agreement for the 
preferred alternative. Donna will send a copy to POST members. 

• Commissioner Lewis expressed concern that the goals of the Evaluation 
Framework do not reflect concerns of the POST, only the concerns of the 
Collaborative Environmental and Transportation Agreement for Streamlining 
group. Terry Cole responded that Goal 1 relates to natural resources and comes 
out of CETAS concerns. However, Goals 2-4 resulted from public concerns in the 
Tier 1 process. 

• Commissioner Lewis asked about two objectives in Goal 2. Leslie’s concern was 
that the public had more comments than shown in the Evaluation Framework. 
Terry and Donna responded that Goal 2 objectives came from the Purpose and 
Need statement. Terry also explained that the other goals cover the concerns of 
the public expressed in the Tier 1 process. Terry also commented that the Goal 
Exception, which is not listed in is entirety, will address the public’s concerns 
regarding impacts to the community. POST members can comment on goals and 
objectives before CETAS concurrence in June, 2006. 

• Michelle asked if under Goal 2, the number of businesses includes the number of 
employees displaced. Donna said yes. Bill Ciz also commented that the level of 
detail will change as the process moves forward. 

 
Interchange Area Management Plan Process 

• Tim Burkhardt began his presentation by describing the background of the 
Interchange Area Management Plan (IAMP) process. The IAMP public 
involvement process is currently underway. Next steps include the May 23 
workshop, Stakeholder Working Group meetings during the week of June 10, and 
a recommendation on alternatives to be included in Design Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (Design DEIS). Tim described how the IAMP and National 
Environmental Policy Act processes are interwoven. 

• Lane Shetterly asked if the IAMPs are taking into account Measure 37 impacts. 
Tim said that the IAMP staff has received input from counties and from Local 
Access Forums on where claims have been filed. Tony Snyder commented that 
access management zones are not land use decisions, and are therefore not a 
viable claim under Measure 37. 

 
CS3 Workshop Preview 

• Bill Ciz described the CS3 workshop as the primary process for involving the 
public in the design prior to the Design DEIS. Bill posted the Bypass design 
options on the walls of the meeting space, so POST members could discuss the 
options. The design options address the major concerns expressed at the 
December CS3 Workshop. The design options will be presented at the workshop 
on May 23, 2006. 

• Commissioner Lewis commented that she would like to hear what 65 decibels 
sounds like at the workshop. Bill said he will pass this request on to the noise 
consultants. 

• George Machan explained how the highway grade will impact soils and 
groundwater. 
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• David Haugeberg asked for clarification on what partially-depressed means. 
George responded that lowest part of a depressed roadway is where drainage 
occurs. 

• Bill presented the Bypass alignment highlights that will be available at the CS3 
workshop. 

• Commissioner Lewis said she wants to be sure that ODOT explains to the public 
that the Oregon 99W to Oregon 219 option does not impact the golf course has to 
be shown. 

• David asked what the consequence would be if the Bypass impacts the 4(f) 
resource. Bill answered that an amendment to the Goal Exception would be 
required along with potential amendments to local plans. 

• Commissioner Lewis suggested that ODOT make it clear to the public attending 
the workshop that the design options came out of public forums and Stakeholder 
Working Group meetings. 

• Bill explained that ODOT is discussing with SP Newsprint potential impacts of 
the Bypass on SP Newsprint’s facilities. 

• Tim Burkhardt explained that one East Dundee option goes outside of the 
approved Bypass corridor. 

• David asked if there will be cost estimates at the workshop. Bill said no, but cost 
estimates will be available during the Design Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement process. 

• Commissioner Lewis asked whether the System (Directional) Interchange Form 
for the Dayton Interchange must be included in the Design EIS, even if most 
people dislike this interchange form. 

 
Update: Bypass Planning Studies 
 
Dundee Short Term Congestion Solutions 

• Alan Fox said that the Dundee Short Term Improvement Project will determine 
what we can do to ease congestion in Dundee prior to the creation of the Bypass. 
So far, there have been two drafts of the Dundee Short Term Improvement Project 
plan and one public meeting has been held. Comments are due on the second draft 
next week. After County and City technical staff review, the plan will be released 
to the public and ODOT will hold a second public hearing. This public hearing 
will likely be in June or July, 2006. After the hearing, ODOT will respond to 
public comments and issue a final plan. The results of the Dundee Short Term 
Improvement Project plan will feed into other refinement plans.  

• Warren Parrish asked a question on why ODOT has not restricted traffic lanes in 
the morning and evening. Alan responded that that approach would not work as 
there are significant amounts of traffic in both directions in the morning and 
evening. Alan also commented that Warren’s suggestion will be studied in the 
Dundee Short Term Improvement Project plan. 

 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

• This plan has gone through two drafts, and is still undergoing internal review.  
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Jurisdictional Transfer 

• The jurisdictional transfer research will explore how Oregon 99W will function, 
and who will control and maintain the facility, after the completion of the Bypass. 

• Diane Ragsdale asked if the jurisdictional transfer is a given. Alan responded that 
ODOT needs to look at the possibility of transferring Oregon 99W to local 
jurisdictions, and that a transfer is not a given.  

• David Haugeberg asked about the status of study. Alan responded that internal 
work will be completed in the summer. 

 
Transit Plan 

• Alan commented that transit is a viable component of the Bypass. ODOT has 
analyzed service characteristics and developed transit service concept points. Next 
steps for the Transit Plan include incorporating committee input and looking at 
funding strategies. 

 
Project Schedule 

• Bill described the schedule for the Design DEIS. Design DEIS options will be 
available at the end of June. Those options will be presented to the POST at the 
July 7, 2006, meeting. ODOT will also take the recommended options to CETAS 
in July 2006 for concurrence. A Public Hearing on the Design DEIS will be held 
in July 2007. 

 
Wrap-up and Next Meeting 

• Parametrix will send an email invitation for the July 2006 POST meeting to 
confirm attendance. 

• David Haugeberg commented that July 7 is on a holiday week, and another date 
should be considered. 

 
 


